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Distributed systems have broad applications, e.g., cloud 
services. Modeling these systems is critical for testing, but 
writing the models manually is often difficult and error-prone. 
Program synthesis, the automated creation of a program given 
user specifications, has the potential to produce reliable and 
accurate models. We investigate the synthesis of distributed 
systems models given the traces of existing ones. Previous 
work used syntax-guided synthesis, a program synthesis 
technique, to learn models from traces, but relies on additional 
instrumentation that is effort-intensive or impossible for certain 
systems [1,2]. Our goal is to synthesize P language programs 
based on traces that do not contain additional instrumentation 
[3]. 

Is syntax-guided synthesis from traces a promising technique 
for distributed systems? 

● Running with a longer timeout 
● Improving the efficiency of synthesis through 

identifying the optimal characteristics and number of 
traces

● Applying the same synthesis process to other 
distributed systems 

● Syntax-guided synthesis is generally successful in 
creating models of our target system

● Successful synthesis may require a certain number of 
observations, but more observations past this may be 
detrimental to synthesis time 

We modeled a classical distributed system in the P language

Results

A model of the ring-leader election protocol

Our experimental setup

● One observation is a node’s 
combined reception of and 
response to a communication

● Sketches provide a blueprint 
for the synthesizer

● Made up of observations, 
traces contain a full log of a 
program’s behavior
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We ran three sketches (easy, medium, hard) on 60 sets of trace 
data using CVC5, time limit of 10 minutes

Number of synthesis attempts vs. number of observations per set of trace data (easy 
sketch)

Number of synthesis attempts vs. number of observations per set of trace data 
(medium sketch)

● Most synthesis results passed tests on easy and medium 
difficulty sketches, meaning synthesis succeeded for the 
data set

● The lowest numbers of observations appear to be 
associated with lower chances of success

● The most difficult sketch caused timeouts on all runs

More observations is associated with longer synthesis time
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Synthesis time vs. number of observations, easy sketch (left) and medium sketch 
(right)
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